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"This is a book about communication--the process of relating to other human beings--in the context of law enforcement
professions. Nearly all law enforcement professionals have in common the need to achieve success in interpersonal
communication. No matter how skillful and intelligent they may become, their effectiveness is severely limited if they have
not developed good communication skills. Effective communication will not solve all problems, but few problems can be
handled effectively without adequate communication."--Preface.
Listening skills are essential for all forms of congregational ministry. This book is based on interviews with congregational
leaders, both lay and ordained, about listening for the purpose of carrying out faithful, effective congregational ministry
and mission. To minister effectively we must listen effectively to each other and our neighbors.
Strategic Sport Communication, Second Edition, presents a standard framework that introduces readers to the many
ways in which individuals, media outlets, and sport organizations work to create, disseminate, and manage messages to
their constituents.
Human Communication: The Basic Course surveys the broad field of human communication, giving attention to theory,
research, and skill development. This Twelfth Edition provides an in-depth look at the concepts and principles of human
communication, emphasizing public speaking, interpersonal communication, and small group communication. Designed
to allow flexibility in teaching approaches, Human Communication: The Basic Course offers instructors a wide range of
topics to discuss and apply to real-world experiences.
The Elements of Public Speaking
Communication and Work Systems
Strategic Sport Communication
Current Catalog
Encyclopedia of Phenomenology
Principles and Practices
"This book discusses the potential of meta-communication models for building and managing reflective
online conversations among distance learners, offering models for meta-communication, distance
education, and reflective online conversations"--Provided by publisher.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest
products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying
decisions and get more from technology.
Volume II of the handbook offers the state of the art on how body movements are used for communication
around the world. Topics include the functions of body movements, their contexts of occurrence, their
forms and meanings, their integration with speech, and how bodily motion can function as language. An
interdisciplinary chapter on ‘embodiment’ explores the body and its role in the grounding of language
from current theoretical perspectives.
Kuypers, King, and their contributors explore the conception of rhetoric of eleven key American
rhetoricians through analyses of their life's work. Each chapter uncovers the innate mode of perception
that guided the rhetorical understanding of a particular critic. In so doing, this work dispels the myth
that the discipline of Speech Communication was spawned from a monolithic and rigid center that came to
be called neo-Aristotelianism.
Collected Papers
Communicology
Models for Distance Education
Conflict and Communication
Twentieth-century Roots of Rhetorical Studies
Communication and Relationship Skills

The ideas and practices related to afrofuturism have existed for most of the 20th century, especially in the north
American African diaspora community. After Mark Dery coined the word "afrofuturism" in 1993, Alondra Nelson
as a member of an online forum, along with other participants, began to explore the initial terrain and intellectual
underpinnings of the concept noting that “AfroFuturism has emerged as a term of convenience to describe
analysis, criticism and cultural production that addresses the intersections between race and technology.”
Afrofuturism 2.0: The Rise of Astroblackness represents a transition from previous ideas related to afrofuturism
that were formed in the late 20th century around issues of the digital divide, music and literature. Afrofuturism
2.0 expands and broadens the discussion around the concept to include religion, architecture, communications,
visual art, philosophy and reflects its current growth as an emerging global Pan African creative phenomenon.
Strategic Sport Communication, Third Edition, presents a comprehensive examination of the evolving field of
sport communication. With a complete approach to the multifaceted and interrelated applications of sport
communication, this text will help the reader understand modern trends and industry demands. The book’s
topics align with the Common Professional Component topics outlined by the Commission on Sport
Management Accreditation (COSMA). Organized into three parts for easy understanding, part I familiarizes
students with the field by defining sport communication, presenting historical analysis, and providing an
extensive discussion of career opportunities. Part II focuses on the elements of the Strategic Sport
Communication Model (SSCM). This model details the three main components of sport communication: personal
and organizational aspects of communication, mediated communication in sport, and sport communication
services and support systems. Students will understand how each component plays an integral role in sport
management, sport marketing, and operational goals at all levels of sport organizations. Part III examines legal
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aspects and critical sociological and cultural issues. Significant updates throughout the third edition capture the
evolution of sport communication: A look at emerging communication platforms and modern technologies such
as fantasy sports and online gambling New content covering the cutting-edge topics of customer-centric
marketing, influencer marketing, the rise of digital media in integrated marketing, and the use of data analytics in
marketing communication A new discussion of digital public relations tools and new examples of crises in
sport, including a case study that provides a real-world example of a crisis in sport communication Learning
aids—including key terms, chapter objectives, and chapter wrap-ups with review questions and individual
exercises—provide for an engaging and focused learning experience. Updated for this edition, Sport
Communication at Work sidebars feature industry experts applying chapter content, and Profile of a Sport
Communicator sidebars highlight professional opportunities. In Strategic Sport Communication, Third Edition,
students will develop a thorough understanding of the vast and varied field of sport communication. As the
exciting field of sport communication continues to present new challenges, the analysis provided within this text
will provide the foundational and theoretical understanding necessary for aspiring sport communication
professionals to succeed.
The American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences (AJISS) is an interdisciplinary journal that publishes a wide
variety of scholarly research on all facets of Islam and the Muslim world: anthropology, economics, history,
philosophy and metaphysics, politics, psychology, religious law, and traditional Islam. Submissions are subject
to a blind peer review process.
This thoroughly updated third edition of Communicating Ethically provides a broad introduction to the ethical
nature of communication, bringing together classical and modern theories of ethical philosophy to address
issues at play in specific careers and domains throughout the field. By incorporating a simple framework for
ethical reasoning, the reader will be able to develop their own understanding of the various criteria for making
ethical judgments. Communicating Ethically applies ethical theories such as virtue ethics and dialogic ethics to
contexts of interpersonal, organizational, political, and digital communication. This edition contains expanded
coverage of contemporary and non-Western theories and contexts, including Black Lives Matter, #MeToo, social
media and "fake news," and concerns of inclusion and marginalization. Each chapter contains a Preview and
Key Ideas sections, and the book contains a Glossary. This book serves as core textbook for undergraduate
courses in communication and media ethics, and can also serve as a supplemental resource for field-specific
courses in Strategic Communication, Interpersonal Communication, and Public Relations. Online resources for
instructors include sample syllabi, sample assignments, and quiz questions. They are available at
www.routledge.com/9780367358471.
Papers of Mathematics or Applied mathematics
American Book Publishing Record
The Truth about Confident Presenting
Strategic Sport Communication, 2E
Fall 2021 Edition (2 Volumes)
The Nonverbal Side of a Good Presentation

This book provides a practical definition and explanation of “communicative behavior” for use in understanding interaction in work
settings. It clearly presents a model of the elements of a work system, and summarizes theories that explain how organizations function
and how managers work within the work system. It also describes how to recognize and solve both communication and organization
problems. Furthermore, the volume analyzes various processes that occur in the work system, such as disseminating and retrieving
information, energizing employees to work smarter, using power and empowering others, facilitating groups and work teams, managing
conflict and stress, and how to manage knowledge in the organization, among others. The book describes some of the most likely
careers that graduates might enter upon graduation. It also highlights a variety of explanations of organization theory, management
theory, culture theory, postmodern theory and critical theory so that the full range of ideas about communication and the places where
people work and interact are explored.
Provides a thorough foundation in the theory, research, and skills of communication Human Communication: The Basic Course provides
an in-depth look at the concepts and principles of human communication, emphasizing public speaking, interpersonal communication,
and small group communication. Designed to allow flexibility in teaching approaches, Human Communication: The Basic Course offers
instructors a wide range of topics to discuss and apply to real-world experiences.
Conflict and Communication introduces students to important theories, key concepts, and essential research in the study of conflict,
along with practical skills for managing conflict in their daily lives. Author Fred E. Jandt illustrates how effective communication can be
used to manage conflict in relationships and within organizational and group contexts. Along with foundational coverage of conflict
styles, mediation, and negotiation skills, the text also features new and emerging models of conflict management, including chapters
examining the challenges of conflict between cultures, a chapter on family and organizations, information on both face-to-face and
online bullying, a detailed step-by-step guide for mediation, and more emphasis on online dispute resolution.
This volum includes 37 papers of mathematics or applied mathematics written by the author alone or in collaboration.They were written
during the years 2010-2014, about the hyperbolic Menelaus theorem in the Poincare disc of hyperbolic geometry, and the Menelaus
theorem for quadrilaterals inhyperbolic geometry, about some properties of the harmonic quadrilateral related to triangle simedians
and to Apollonius circles, etc.
Interpersonal Communication Book
Human Communication
Building Skills for Mission and Ministry
Interpersonal Messages
Meta-Communication for Reflective Online Conversations: Models for Distance Education
The Directory of Corporate Counsel, Fall 2021 Edition remains the only comprehensive source for information on the corporate
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law departments and practitioners of the companies of the United States and Canada. Profiling over 30,000 attorneys and more
than 12,000 companies, it supplies complete, uniform listings compiled through a major research effort, including information on
company organization, department structure and hierarchy, and the background and specialties of the attorneys. This newly
revised two volume edition is easier to use than ever before and includes five quick-search indexes to simplify your search: Corporations and Organizations Index - Geographic Index - Attorney Index Law - School Alumni Index - Nonprofit Organizations
Index Previous Edition: Directory of Corporate Counsel, Spring 2021 Edition, ISBN 9781543836479
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct
ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -For courses in Introduction to Communication A streamlined approach to communication that emphasizes real-world applications
Essentials of Human Communication provides a streamlined overview of the essential theories, research, and especially the skills
of human communication, highlighting practical applications in the workplace and beyond. Author Joseph DeVito gives students
the knowledge and tools they need to build greater competence in three key spheres: interpersonal communication, small group
communication, and public speaking. The Ninth Edition fully integrates the latest research as well as updated examples, photos,
and cartoons to keep the text current and pedagogically effective. Note: This is the standalone book, if you want the book/access
card order the ISBN below 0134319982 / 9780134319988 Essentials of Human Communication plus MyCommunicationLab® for
Introduction to Communication — Access Card Package, 9/e Package consists of: 0134184955 / 9780134184951 Essentials of
Human Communication, 9/e 0133882942 / 9780133882940 MyCommunicationLab for Introduction to Communication Access Card
This encyclopedia presents phenomenological thought and the phenomenological movement within philosophy and within more
than a score of other disciplines on a level accessible to professional colleagues of other orientations as well as to advanced
undergraduate and graduate students. Entries average 3,000 words. In practically all cases, they include lists of works "For
Further Study." The Introduction briefly chronicles the changing phenomenological agenda and compares phenomenology with
other 20th Century movements. The 166 entries are a baut matters of seven sorts: ( 1) the faur broad tendencies and periods
within the phenomenological movement; (2) twenty-three national traditions ofphenomenology; (3) twenty-two philosophical subdisciplines, including those referred to with the formula "the philosophy of x"; (4) phenomenological tendencies within twenty-one
non-philosophical dis ciplines; (5) forty major phenomenological topics; (6) twenty-eight leading phenomenological figures; and
(7) twenty-seven non-phenomenological figures and movements ofinteresting sim ilarities and differences with phenomenology.
Conventions Concern ing persons, years ofbirth and death are given upon first mention in an entry ofthe names of deceased nonphenomenologists. The names of persons believed tobe phenomenologists and also, for cross-referencing purposes, the titles of
other entries are printed entirely in SMALL CAPITAL letters, also upon first mention. In addition, all words thus occurring in all
small capital letters are listed in the index with the numbers of all pages on which they occur. To facilitate indexing, Chinese,
Hungarian, and Japanese names have been re-arranged so that the personal name precedes the family name.
Character, Duties, Consequences, and Relationships
The Rise of Astro-Blackness
An Introduction to the Study of Communication
PC Mag
All You Need to Know to Make Winning Presentations, Fearlessly and Painlessly
Preaching as Self-Persuasion
The Elements of Public Speaking, Seventh Edition provides a comprehensive survey of public speaking and uses integrated coverage of new technology, ethics,
culture and gender, and critical thinking. The new edition also includes explanation of the use of presentation software programs to create complete slide shows.
Encompassing public speaking, interpersonal communication, and small group interaction, Human Communication incorporates the latest theory and provides an
abundance of new examples to help students apply communication concepts to real-life situations. The number of units in the latest edition has been consolidated
from 23 to 19 to offer a more streamlined approach and more flexibility in teaching.
Engages students with lively and accessible insights into interpersonal skill development Interpersonal Messages creates a foundation for students to understand
the concepts of interpersonal communication and to develop the necessary skills to apply what they have learned through comprehensive coverage, exercises, and
real life examples. With a focus on skill-building, this text helps today's students understand how to master interpersonal communication and relationship skills in
every area of their personal, social, and professional lives. MyCommunicationLab is an integral part of the DeVito program. Key learning applications include
MediaShare, assessment and sample speeches. A better teaching and learning experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience--for
you and your students. Here's how: Personalize Learning--MyCommunicationLab is online learning. MyCommunicationLab engages students through
personalized learning and helps instructors from course preparation to delivery and assessment. Improve Critical Thinking--Learning objectives at the beginning
of every chapter help students focus on what they need to learn. Engage Students--Discussions focus on real-life topics to keep students engaged in the material.
Apply Ethics--Ethical issues in interpersonal communication are addressed. Support Instructors--A full set of supplements, including MyCommunicationLab,
provides instructors with all the resources and support they need. 0205943608 / 9780205943609 Interpersonal Messages Plus MyCommunicationLab with eText
-- Access Card Package Package consists of 0205890857 / 9780205890859 NEW MyCommunicationLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card
0205931804 / 9780205931804 Interpersonal Messages
This text provides a highly interactive presentation of the theory, research, and skills of interpersonal communication, with strong, integrated discussions of
diversity, ethics, workplace issues, and technology. Recognized for its ability to help students understand the crucial connection between theory and practice, this
eleventh edition presents a comprehensive view of the theory and research in interpersonal communication and, at the same time, guides students to improve a
wide range of interpersonal skills and to apply these to personal, social, and workplace relationships. Contextually-placed web icons in the text's margins direct
students to the book's Companion Website where they engage in interactive exercises or simulations that help them gain a better understanding of concepts
presented in the text. Superior coverage of cultural diversity, ethics, interpersonal communication in the workplace, and the workings and effects of technology
make The Interpersonal Communication Book the best choice for preparing students to communicate successfully in today's world.
Theory, Processes, Opportunities
The Basic Course
Directory of Corporate Counsel
The Business of Personal Training
Communicating Ethically
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The New Science of Embodied Discourse
This Element is an excerpt from The Truth About Confident Presenting (9780132354967) by James O’Rourke. Available in print and digital
formats. Understand the nonverbal messages you’re sending, control them, and make them work for you! Less than a third of the meaning
transferred in a personal conversation comes from spoken words. The majority comes from nonverbal sources, including body movement, eye
contact, gestures, posture, vocal tone, pitch, pacing, phrasing, clothing, your use of time, and dozens more nonverbal categories--many difficult to
detect and understand....
A brief text with a strong focus on skill development Essentials of Human Communication shows how human communication skills apply to the
real-world and the workplace. The text presents the fundamental skills of interpersonal, small group, and public communication while
emphasizing human communication skills, cultural awareness, listening, critical thinking, ethics, and social media communication.
MyCommunicationLab is an integral part of the DeVito program. Key learning applications include MediaShare, an eText, and a study plan. A
better teaching and learning experience This program will provide a better teaching and learning experience–for you and your students. Here’s
how: Personalize Learning— MyCommunicationLab is online learning. MyCommunicationLab engages students through personalized learning
and helps instructors from course preparation to delivery and assessment. Improve Critical Thinking— Critical thinking principles are integrated
into the text and in the marginal questions, self-tests, and boxes. Engage Students—Real-world examples appear throughout the text. Apply
Ethics—Real-life ethical issues are discussed. Support Instructors— A full set of supplements, including MyCommunicationLab, provides instructors
with all the resources and support they need. Note: MyCommunicationLab does not come automatically packaged with this text. To purchase
MyCommunicationLab, please visit: www.mycommunicationlab.com or you can purchase a ValuePack of the text + MyCommunicationLab (at no
additional cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205940889 / ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205940882.
Whether you are considering a career as a personal trainer or searching for ways to increase revenue and gain new clients for your existing
business, you'll find The Business of Personal Training to be an indispensable reference. Written by some of the most successful personal trainers
in the country, this book provides the foundation for building your personal training business. The Business of Personal Training discusses not
only how to build a solid business but also how to be an effective trainer. After an outline of the history of the profession and the qualifications
needed to be a personal trainer, the book explains how to develop a mission statement and business plan, create strategic and creative marketing
plans, establish prices for services, hire and train staff members, improve client-trainer communication, motivate clients and help them set goals,
and design appropriate exercise programs. Nineteen sample forms make it easy for you to put the ideas presented into practice. Learn from
veteran personal trainers what it takes to succeed. The practical advice provided in The Business of Personal Training is valuable for new and
established trainers as well as for health and fitness administrators who supervise personal trainers.
A comprehensive overview of the theory, research, and skills of communication Revel(TM) Human Communication: The Basic Course provides an
in-depth look at the fundamental concepts and principles of human communication. Writing for students with little prior background in the
discipline, author Joseph DeVito provides the significant foundation needed for more specialized study of interpersonal, small group, and
organizational communication, as well as public speaking. The Fourteenth Edition fully integrates the latest research as well as new examples,
exercises, and photos to keep the text current and pedagogically effective. Revel is Pearson's newest way of delivering our respected content. Fully
digital and highly engaging, Revel replaces the textbook and gives students everything they need for the course. Informed by extensive research on
how people read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one
continuous experience -- for less than the cost of a traditional textbook. NOTE: Revel is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is for
the standalone Revel access card. In addition to this access card, you will need a course invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for and
use Revel.
Political Campaign Communication
Communication and Law Enforcement
With Ears to Hear
Human Communication Revel Access Code
Human Communication: Pearson New International Edition
Organisational Behaviour
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
What makes good sermons? And how do they come to be? Appropriating insights from the history of rhetoric and modern communications
theory, Robin Meyers proposes that truly effective sermons involve more than moralistic proselytizing or three points and a joke. Rather, the
preacher must enter into dialogue--not only with Scripture and the congregation but creatively with him- or herself as well. This willingness to
listen to one's own sermon, this willingess to be freshly persuaded, will help enable the preacher to communicate with greater passion, insight,
poetry, and clarity.
Updated in its 13th edition, Joseph Devito's The Interpersonal Communication Book provides a highly interactive presentation of the theory,
research, and skills of interpersonal communication with integrated discussions of diversity, ethics, workplace issues, face-to-face and
computer-mediated communication and a new focus on the concept of choice in communication. This thirteenth edition presents a
comprehensive view of the theory and research in interpersonal communication and, at the same time, guides readers to improve a wide range
of interpersonal skills. The text emphasizes how to choose among those skills and make effective communication choices in a variety of
personal, social, and workplace relationships
This book offers a new way of thinking about communication that moves beyond normative perspectives. Exhibiting postmodern theory,
communicology is an idea whose time has come. Working within the European human science tradition and the philosophy of American
pragmatism, the authors included in this first anthology of its kind apply a synthesis of semiotics and phenomenology to the study of the cultural
and social conditions of communicative praxis. Framed by the themes of human agency and efficacy, these essays focus on the realms of
conscious experience in intrapersonal communicology (the self-domain), interpersonal communicology (self-other domain), social
communicology (group-organization domain), and cultural communicology (group-to-group domain, including mass media and trans-cultural
communication). It is the usual case in the social sciences that communication is ignored or treated as a means to more substantive ends.
Moreover, much work within discourse study proceeds on implicit, deeply held, culturally embedded ontological and epistemological
assumptions about communication that are positivistic. Hence, uncritical and non-reflexive approaches to communication and discourse
prevail. This book provides an alternative to readers curious about the fundamental nature of human communication rather than viewing this
phenomenon as the mere vehicle for referents or thoughts. A designation first introduced in the United States in the 1950's by founders of the
International Communication Association, the term communicology is now used to define the parameters of a unique research endeavor. At its
heart is the refusal of the dominant logos of discourse as the only legitimate expression of the humane. Broadly defined as the study of human
discourse, this critical-interpretive approach interrogates the reversible, reciprocal, and reflexive nature of the "expressive and perceptive
body," understood as the point of mediation between us and the cultural signs and codes of discourse in which we live. Communicology is a
coherent theory and methodology that explores the existential ground from which subjectivity and intersubjectivity emerge as an embodied
semiotic process. Thus, the paradigm exemplar of communicology is semiotic phenomenology, a synthetic logic of discourse that combines
the wisdom and methodologies of two great human science traditions. The purpose of this book is to describe communicology by focusing on
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the core issues of agency and efficacy in human affairs. Most central to the book's theme is the idea that the signs and codes of which
discourse consists impose constraints upon human agency and efficacy; yet signs and codes are also instrumental in our lives. Discourse
constrains choice but is also the only means for its exercise of human potential. Above all, the authors in this collection know that
communication is a possibility, not a probability, of human expression and information exchange. They expose the semiotic and
phenomenological conditions upon which that possibility is actualized. About the Editors Deborah Eicher-Catt is Assistant Professor of
Communication Arts and Sciences at The Pennsylvania State University-York. Isaac E. Catt is author of over 100 academic papers and
founding member and Fellow of the International Communicology Institute.
The Basic Course, Global Edition
Afrofuturism 2.0
Body - Language - Communication
The Interpersonal Communication Book
American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences 22:1
Essentials of Human Communication
For courses in Interpersonal Communication. Lively and accessible insights into interpersonal skill development Interpersonal
Messages helps build a strong foundation in interpersonal communication and provides numerous strategies for improving
communication and relationship skills. Author Joseph DeVito delivers comprehensive coverage, real-life examples, and a strong
focus on skill building to promote achievement in every area of your personal, social, and professional life. The Fourth Edition
fully integrates the latest research as well as updated examples, photos, and cartoons to keep the text current and
pedagogically effective. Also available with MyCommunicationLab MyCommunicationLab for the Interpersonal Communication
course extends learning online to engage students and improve results. Media resources with assignments bring concepts to
life, and offer students opportunities to practice applying what they’ve learned. Please note: this version of
MyCommunicationLab does not include an eText. Interpersonal Messages, Fourth Edition is also available via REVEL™, an
interactive learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience. Note: You are
purchasing a standalone product; MyLab™ & Mastering™ does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with MyLab & Mastering, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab &
Mastering, search for: 013432000X / 9780134320007 Interpersonal Messages Plus NEW MyCommunicationLab for
Interpersonal Communication -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0133913910 / 9780133913910 NEW
MyCommunicationLab for Interpersonal Communication -- Valuepack Access Card 013420204X / 9780134202044
Interpersonal Messages
Now in its seventh edition, Political Campaign Communication provides a realistic understanding of the strategic and tactical
communication practices utilized in contemporary political campaigns. Trent, Friedenberg, and Denton's classic text has been
updated to reflect recent election campaigns, including the 2010 congressional elections and the initial stages of the 2012
presidential election. In addition, the authors have examined the expanding role of the internet in political campaigns. Political
Campaign Communication continues to be a classroom favorite—a thoroughly researched, insightful, and reader-friendly text.
Great presenters aren’t born that way. They become great by focusing on their message, the needs of the audience, patterns
of organization and the details of presenting. Confident, effective public speaking is not easy, but it’s certainly doable.
Everything you need is right here in ‘The Truth about Confident Presenting’.
Managing Cultural Diversity
The Nonverbal Communication Book
The Power of Listening
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